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Free World Charter founder Colin Turner to feature at 10 th annual
Z-Day in Germany
March 5, 2018 – Irish author, activist and founder of The Free World Charter, Colin Turner has
been invited as guest speaker to this year's annual Zeitgeist Day event, taking place on April 7,
15:00-20:00 CET in Frankfurt, Germany.
Now in its 10th year, the Zeitgeist Day (Z-Day) event provides a platform for promoting and
discussing sustainability, global unity and a post-scarcity society, and features prominent speakers
from various similarly aligned groups to the founding Zeitgeist Movement.
Colin Turner's presentation, Into The Open Economy, based on his non-fiction work of the same
name, will discuss the flaws of the current monetary system and propose logical working
alternatives that are aligned with the principles of the Free World Charter.
Colin comments, "The world owes an enormous debt of gratitude to luminaries like Peter Joseph,
not just for highlighting root causes of social and environmental issues in his movie series, but for
following through on his work to create a global movement and series of high profile cultural
events, now in their tenth year. I, for one, am deeply privileged to be invited to share in this
momentous event and hopefully spread some more ideas that can help bring forth this positive,
better future for everybody."
Zeitgeist Day takes place on April 7, 15:00-20:00 CET in Frankfurt, Germany. Tickets:
https://www.tickettailor.com/events/zdayglobal/143731
More info on Z-Day: http://zdayglobal.org/
--About Colin R. Turner
Colin R. Turner is an Irish activist, musician, author and founder of the Free
World Charter. He's been featured on the BBC as the 'Moneyless Man', has
appeared on RTV's Marbella Now numerous times discussing the Free World
movement, and has also been on a variety of radio and online programs.
Colin's books, 'F-Day: The Second Dawn of Man' and 'Into The Open
Economy', both entered the Kindle Top 100 Charts, with the latter occupying
the #1 spot for several weeks. Freeworlder.com is a free to join goods and
services swapping site that serves as a prototype for a free world
community.
For more information about Colin R. Turner, his books and the Free World movement, please visit:
http://www.colinrturner.com/
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